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as an experiment in reconnecting academia to the broader democracy this work is designed to invigorate public policy debate by rededicating academic work to the pursuit
of solutions to society s great problems this monograph integrates theoretical perspectives on affect and learning with recent research in affective computing with an
emphasis on building new learning technologies the new perspectives come from the intersection of several research themes basic research on emotion cognition and
motivation applied to learning environments pedagogical and motivational strategies that are sensitive to affective and cognitive processes multimodal human computer
interfaces with a focus on affect recognition and synthesis recent advances in affect sensitive intelligent tutoring systems novel methodologies to investigate affect and
learning neuroscience research on emotions and learning this book outlines and discusses the very wide range of cinema which is to be found in singapore although
singapore cinema is a relatively small industry and relatively new it has nevertheless made an impact and continues to develop in interesting ways the book shows that
although singapore cinema is often seen as part of diasporic chinese cinema it is in fact much more than this with strong connections to malay cinema and the cinemas of
other southeast asian nations moreover the themes and subjects covered by singapore cinema are very wide ranging from conformity to the regime and singapore s national
outlook with undesirable subjects overlooked or erased to the sympathetic depiction of minorities and an outlook which is at odds with the official outlook the book will
be useful to readers coming new to the subject and wanting a concise overview while at the same time the book puts forward many new research findings and much new
thinking the aim of this book is to elucidate the role of forests as part of a landscape in the life of people most landscapes today are cultural landscapes that are
influenced by human activity and that in turn have a profound effect on our understanding of and identification with a place the book proposes that a better understanding
of the bond between people and forests as integrated part of a landscape may be helpful in landscape planning and may contribute to the discussion of changes in forest
cover which has been motivated by land use changes rural development and the global climate debate to this end people s perception of forest landscapes the reasons for
different perceptions and future perspectives are discussed given the wide range of forest landscapes and cultural perspectives which exist across the world the book
focuses on europe as a test case to explore the various relationships between society culture forests and landscapes it looks at historical evidence of the impacts of
people on forests and vice versa explores the current factors affecting people s physical and emotional comfort in forest landscapes and looks ahead to how changes in
forest cover may alter the present relationships of people to forests drawing together a diverse literature and combining the expertise of natural and social scientists
this book will form a valuable reference for students and researchers working in the fields of landscape ecology and landscape architecture geography social science
environmental psychology or environmental history it will also be of interest to researchers government agencies and practitioners with an interest in issues such as
sustainable forest management sustainable tourism reserve management urban planning and environmental interpretation narrative perspective is the faculty through which
humans understand structure and explore the world that confronts them this is the first volume to bring together the theoretical study of perspective with the rigor of
experimental studies combining work in narratology with that in linguistics philosophy film studies literary theory and cognitive psychology the chapters are grouped
thematically and drawn together by the editors who provide guidance through this new and fascinating interdisciplinary territory this book offers a detailed analysis and
assessment of the state of education round the world the argument is made that education and curriculum practices are deficient for two reasons the first is the adoption
by governments policy makers and practitioners of a set of knowledge practices that can be broadly characterised as empiricist and technicist and which has come to
dominate how curricula are constructed and certainly how education systems and their work can be described the second is the adoption of a model of curriculum that is
both backward looking and in its own terms confused and muddled this book then sets out an alternative model which is more cogent and better focused on human wellbeing
this book address fundamental questions of human development revisiting old questions and applying original empirical findings through pressing current case studies
contributors examine the ubiquitous interplay among migration development culture human rights and government all toward advancing more effective solutions to
international migration issues information on the japanese occupation of malaya and singapore is sparse and japanese language materials are particularly difficult to find
because the japanese military systematically destroyed war related documents when the war ended the contributors to this volume participated in a forum that spent four
years locating surviving materials relating to the occupation of malaya the group has three objectives to collect primary sources to interview japanese military and
civilian officials who took part in the military administration and people in malaysia and singapore who experienced the period and to publish the results of the studies
based on interviews with japanese malaysians and singaporeans who lived through the war years and materials gathered from archives and libraries in britain malaysia
singapore usa australia and india the forum has produced a number of japanese language publications this book makes available some of their research findings in english
topics covered include the watanabe military administration japanese research activities in malaya japan s economic policies malayan communist party leaders and the anti
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japanese resistance the massacre of chinese in singapore railway transportation during the japanese occupation period the singapore internment camp for allied civilian
women and the japanese surrender this volume is a revised version of akashi yoji ed nippon senryoka no eiryo maraya shingaporu tokyo iwanami shoten publishers 2001 book
jacket this book argues that many mental states including such conscious states as perceptual experiences and bodily sensations are identical with brain states thomas
robert malthus 1766 1834 was a pioneer in demography economics and social science more generally whose ideas prompted a new malthusian way of thinking about population
and the poor on the occasion of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of his birth new perspectives on malthus offers an up to date collection of interdisciplinary
essays from leading malthus experts who reassess his work part one looks at malthus s achievements in historical context addressing not only perennial questions such as
his attitude to the poor laws but also new topics including his response to environmental themes and his use of information about the new world part two then looks at the
complex reception of his ideas by writers scientists politicians and philanthropists from the period of his own lifetime to the present day from charles darwin and h g
wells to david attenborough al gore and amartya sen the question of how language emerged is one of the most fascinating and difficult problems in science in recent years
a strong resurgence of interest in the emergence of language from an evolutionary perspective has been helped by the convergence of approaches methods and ideas from
several disciplines the selection of contributions in this volume highlight scenarios of language origin and the prerequisites for a faculty of language based on
biological historical social cultural and paleontological forays into the conditions that brought forth and favored language emergence augmented by insights from sister
disciplines the chapters all reflect new speculation discoveries and more refined research methods leading to a more focused understanding of the range of possibilities
and how we might choose among them there is much that we do not yet know but the outlines of the path ahead are ever clearer this book explores how the experimental
perspective determines what ethical issues new technologies raise and how it helps morally evaluate their introduction this book covers the main topics that students need
to learn in a course on industrial organization it reviews the classic models and important empirical evidence related to the field however it will differ from prior
textbooks in two ways first this book incorporates contributions from behavioral economics and neuroeconomics providing the reader with a richer understanding of consumer
preferences and the motivation for many of the business practices we see today the book discusses how firms exploit consumers who are prone to making mistakes and who
suffer from cognitive dissonance attention lapses and bounded rationality for example and will help explain why firms invest in persuasive advertising offer 30 day free
trials offer money back guarantees and engage in other observed phenomena that cannot be explained by the traditional approaches to industrial organization a second
difference is that this book achieves a balance between textbooks that emphasize formal modeling and those that emphasize the history of the field empirical evidence case
studies and policy analysis this text puts more emphasis on the micro foundations i e consumer and producer theory classic game theoretic models and recent contributions
from behavioral economics that are pertinent to industrial organization each topic will begin with a discussion of relevant theory and models and will also include a
discussion of concrete examples empirical evidence and evidence from case studies this will provide students with a deeper understanding of firm and consumer behavior of
the factors that influence market structure and economic performance and of policy issues involving imperfectly competitive markets the book is intended to be a textbook
for graduate students mbas and upper level undergraduates and will use examples graphical analysis algebra and simple calculus to explain important ideas and theories in
industrial organization experts from all over the world take a critical highly international and often controversial perspective on the adhd phenomenon a condition that
has reached global proportions significantly affecting the lives of children parents and teachers worldwide this book raises a number of concerns often not covered by the
material currently available to parents and practitioners critical new perspectives on adhd unpicks the myths surrounding the development of this phenomenon and leaves no
stone unturned in its search for answers an in depth exploration into the reasons for the emergence and maintenance of adhd lead to suggested explanations of the
dominance of us psychiatric models and the need for new markets for major pharmaceutical companies as well as the functions that adhd diagnoses fulfil in families
classrooms and communities in a world where moves to educational inclusion are paradoxically paralleled by the ever increasing use of medication to control children s
behaviour this book scrutinises current accepted practice and offers alternative perspectives and strategies for teachers and other education professionals this in an
invaluable resource for anyone with a serious interest in adhd and other behavioural difficulties extremely useful background reading for pre and in service teachers
especially but not only of pre adults the teacher trainer there are no muddled thoughts or fudging of issues here rigby deals head on with difficult issues and the book
has a nice literary style that is a pleasure to read an ambitious and creditable achievement with many excellent sections that break new ground while remaining equally
accessible to practitioners and researchers educational research this book is written in a lively style and is comprehensive professional social work ken rigby s
important book new perspectives on bullying is a useful drawing together of a range of research on bullying and should prove a good general reference point cambridge
journal of education anyone developing a policy on dealing with bullying should read this book prime focus rigby s book is a fantastic reference source for anyone who is
at all concerned with or interested in the issue of bullying it could well serve as a springboard for a multitude of research projects at the very least the book will
provide you with a summary of the very latest research on the subject prime focus written by ken rigby this draws on the author s extensive research to examine how
bullying is being understood in different societies and offers critical appraisal of the suggested ways of tackling it the author defines bullying as the systematic abuse
of power therefore making it a vital issue for society at large not just schools but the workplace prison and the home young people now magazine this book is an attempt
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to descibe how the problem of bullying has been and is being conceptualised and understood to explain what researchers and educators and others are saying about why there
is so much bullying going on and to examine what solutions are being canvassed bullying is a phenomenon one can literally find everywhere it is time that our perspective
on bullying extended further afield in a way this book is a testing of the water it is the first book that has attempted to examine bullying comprehensively if i am right
in thinking that an examination of bullying as the systematic abuse of power is an issue that is of vital importance to society at large then it should indeed be useful
to consider bullying in a wide range of contexts not only in schools the workplace and prisons but also and especially in the home long the preserve of students of
domestic violence ken rigby from the preface this book takes as its subject matter bullying behaviour in a wide range of settings including kindergartens schools the
workplace in sports and prisons examining bullying in each of these areas it discusses alternative views and perspectives on bullying helping policy makers and
professionals to coordinate their work and so tackle the problem effectively dr ken rigby draws upon his extensive research into bullying in different countries societies
and social contexts and considers many aspects of victimisation within this broad perspective including the defining characteristics of bullying the harm that bullying
does the role of gender race and culture children s and adult s attitudes to and perceptions of bullying current views on methods of prevention and intervention this
multi faceted exploration will help to deepen understanding of bullying in its many manifestations it also provides practical and critical discussion of suggested ways of
tackling bullying for professionals dealing with it in their field providing valuable guidance in combating an ever present problem this volume offers a selection of
revised versions of the papers presented at the 7th international idea conference held at pamukkale university in denizli turkey organised by the association of english
language and literary studies in turkey the contributions to this book offer a wide range of research from scholars on a variety of topics in english literature including
shakespearean studies victorian colonial and postcolonial literature poetry and drama studies the volume also includes a number of informative research articles on
comparative and translation studies which will offer assistance to young scholars in their academic studies in addition to acting as a guide to young academics the book
will also function as a fruitful reference book in a wide range of english literary studies the links the conservative right has sought to forge beyond the national over
the last century have been too often neglected and this volume sheds new light on transnationalism the right and the ways the two interact this book is testimony to the
emergent nature of human security as an idea as a useful construct and as an operational strategy the aim is to showcase new directions that may enrich the human security
agenda some human security discourse is still rooted in the traditional language of the aid agency un development economic growth models often hostile to the corporate
and business sector and sometimes negligent of sustainability and climate change issues another limited and outmoded approach is an exaggerated focus on western
interventions especially military ones as a solution to problems in poor or conflict prone areas human security was introduced as a construct by the undp in 1994 the
inherent combination of law enforcement and people centred humanitarianism has strived to provide an umbrella to both protect people from threats while empowering them to
control their destinies but with accelerating economic globalization and information flows there is a need to revisit the concept a new paradigm of sustainable human
security is required this book argues that proponents of a human security approach should welcome efforts to remove the barriers between enterprise corporations aid and
development agencies government agencies citizen groups and the un and work towards multi stakeholder approaches and solutions for vulnerable populations such an approach
is clearly vital in responding to the imperatives of concerted action on issues such as climate change hiv terrorism organised crime and poverty the agenda may have
changed but it remains true that almost all human tragedies are avoidable this book examines a number of global problems through the lens of human security and the needs
of the individual global governance health the environment and the exploitation of natural resources peace and reconciliation the responsibility to protect and economic
development and prosperity in the latter case the role of business in the human security pantheon is promulgated there are many reasons why businesses may want to engage
with the needs of vulnerable populations not least the fact that companies cannot function without secure trading environments in addition there are growing demands for
corporate responsibility and citizenship from markets customers shareholders employees and critically communities this book throws new light on the human security agenda
it will be essential reading for anyone involved in the debates on human security as well as for practitioners and scholars in international affairs global governance
peace studies climate change and the environment healthcare responsibility to protect and corporate responsibility new perspectives on education for democracy brings
together diverse communities of education research in an innovative way to develop a nuanced understanding of the relationship between education and democracy this book
synthesises a range of theoretical conceptual and empirical approaches to address the complex challenges faced by young people and societies in the 21st century each
chapter provides accounts of local democratic encounters in education while engaging with global debates and issues such as de democratisation and growing social economic
and educational inequality this book presents new ways of thinking about democracy local global enactments of democracy through teaching and learning and future thinking
for a new era of democracy this book will be relevant for educators researchers and policymakers who are interested in educational sociology critical pedagogy and
democratic education this book brings together a collection of emergent research that moves the debate on desistance beyond a general consideration of individual and
social structural influences the authors examine empirical developments which have implications for policy surrounding resettlement and re offending but also for
punishment practices presenting thought provoking theoretical advances and critiques the editors challenge and enrich traditional understandings of desistance a wide
range of chapters explore how some criminal justice interventions hinder the desistance process but also how alternative approaches may be more helpful in promoting and
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supporting desistance thorough and diverse this book will be of great interest to scholars of criminology and criminal justice social policy sociology and psychology and
of special interest to researchers and practitioners working with ex offenders the world we live in is constantly changing climate change transforming gender conceptions
emerging issues of food consumption novel forms of family life and technological developments are altering central areas of our forms of life this raises questions of how
to cope with and understand the moral changes implicit in such alterations this volume is the first to address moral change as such it brings together anthropologists and
philosophers to discuss how to study and theorize the change of norms concepts emotions moral frameworks and forms of personhood this volume presents a selection of some
of the most exciting new perspectives on moral development that have emerged over the last decade and have transformed our understanding of the field the contributors to
this book cut across traditional boundaries to provide an innovative and integrative approach to fundamental questions dealing with the nature and acquisition of morality
in addressing these questions the chapters draw on new work on the origins of morality in infancy and the early years comparative approaches examining morality in
primates new perspectives on moral emotions such as guilt and empathy and new perspectives on the emerging moral self in childhood and moral identity in adolescence the
book also examines the roles of parenting and culture in children s and adolescents moral development each chapter is framed in theory and methodology and provides
illustrative examples of new research to address important questions in the field this book is essential reading for researchers and advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students studying moral development and developmental psychology it will also be of interest to academics and professionals in related fields such as
education and public policy since the cultural revolution data have been uncovered to illuminate that tumultuous decade in this volume 13 scholars examine the gap between
the ideology of the revolution and the harsh and contradictory reality of its outcome they focus particularly on the violence coercion and constant tension between the
need for centralization to enforce policies and the need for decentralizing decision making if those goals were to be achieved new perspectives on structural change is a
comprehensive edited volume that outlines both the historical roots and state of the art debates on the role of structural change in the process of economic development
including both orthodox and heterodox perspectives and contributions from prominent scholars in this field the volume consists of four main sections the first section
covers the theoretical foundations of the structural change literature the second section presents an empirical overview of the major trends of structural change using up
to date data sources and methods the third section presents a broad ranging empirical analysis of the drivers of structural change the fourth section examines how
processes such as inclusive growth poverty reduction productive employment the global income distribution and environmental sustainability are affected by structural
change and how they can be influenced by policy developing countries face the challenge of maintaining economic growth and socio economic development at the core of which
sits the construction industry considerable research on construction in developing countries took place in the 1970 s and 1980 s but little since a gap which this book
fills including contributions from prominent academics and practitioners in australia china the netherlands portugal singapore south africa switzerland and the uk this is
a truly international analysis of a subject of global interest the most insightful and relevant of recent research on topics such as millennium development goals the
informal construction sector human resource development technology finance and social change are all addressed in the context of the construction industry in the
developing world also considered are other key aspects of construction industry development such as institution building nurturing of contractors and consultants and
championing of industry development programmes while the challenge has grown and the needs have become even more pressing the research to date has rarely presented
effective solutions focussing on those aspects of the construction industry most crucial to development this is a much needed up to date study that sheds new light on a
variety of concepts and issues this is essential reading for researchers professionals and students interested in the construction industry in developing countries
readers of this book will be interested in its companion volume contemporary issues of construction in developing countries women make up the vast majority of activists
and organizers of grassroots movements fighting against environmental ills that threaten poor and people of color communities this collection of essays pays tribute to
the contributions women have made in these endeavors the writers offer varied examples of environmental justice issues such as children s environmental health campaigns
cancer research aids hiv activism the environmental genome project and popular culture among many others each one focuses on gender and sexuality as crucial factors in
women s or gay men s activism and applies environmental justice principles to related struggles for sexual justice drawing on a wide variety of disciplinary perspectives
the contributors offer multiple vantage points on gender sexuality and activism back cover the book is organized around five distinct themes that include studies on
graves s own literary criticism offer new insights into his poetry produce commentary on his often overlooked fictional output make some reflections on the origins and
importance of his white goddess and examine some literary crosscurrents that have pollinated graves s work book jacket this edited collection provides a state of the art
overview of research on willingness to communicate wtc in a second and foreign language in particular it includes innovative studies seeking to demonstrate the ways in
which wtc can be examined within the framework of complex dynamic systems how the construct is related to self assessment reticence and extroversion and what is signifies
in the case of immigrants another group of papers is related to the role of technology in fostering wtc in different contexts the volume also comprises papers that touch
on methodological issues in the study of wtc such as experience case sampling the network approach or the integration of the macro and micro perspective the book will be
of values to researchers interested in the study of wtc but will also provide inspiration for students teachers and materials writers this volume aims to broaden the
focus of existing loanword research which has mainly been conducted from a systemic and structuralist perspective the eight studies in this volume introduce
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onomasiological phraseological and methodological innovations to the study of lexical borrowing these new perspectives significantly enhance our understanding of lexical
borrowing and provide new insights into contact induced variation and change digital communication has altered the flow of global information evolved consumer values and
changed consumption practices worldwide new perspectives on critical marketing and consumer society provides an illuminating challenging and thought provoking guide for
all upper level students of marketing branding and consumer behaviour the postmodern turn gathers together in one volume some of the most important statements of the
postmodern approach to human studies in addressing postmodern social theory and emphasising the social role of knowledge this book abandons the disciplinary boundaries
separating the sciences and the humanities the first collection of its kind it provides the classic essays of authors such as lyotard haraway foucault and rorty
contributors include well known theorists in the fields of sociology anthropology women s and gay studies philosophy and history building on the insights of the first
volume on music and gesture gritten and king ashgate 2006 the rationale for this sequel volume is twofold first to clarify the way in which the subject is continuing to
take shape by highlighting both central and developing trends as well as popular and less frequent areas of investigation second to provide alternative and complementary
insights into the particular areas of the subject articulated in the first volume the thirteen chapters are structured in a broad narrative trajectory moving from theory
to practice embracing western and non western practices real and virtual gestures live and recorded performances physical and acoustic gestures visual and auditory
perception among other themes of topical interest the main areas of enquiry include psychobiology perception and cognition philosophy and semiotics conducting ensemble
work and solo piano playing the volume is intended to promote and stimulate further research in musical gesture studies this title addresses some of the major themes
within evangelical theology including election the holy spirit eschatology and sanctification it examines the bible and the church and has chapters on worship and the
sacraments affective learning together contains in depth theoretical reviews and case studies in the classroom of the social and affective dimensions of group learning in
a variety of educational situations and taught disciplines from small groups working on design projects or debating topics in biology and in history in schools seventy
nine short essays on design brings together the best of designer michael bierut s critical writing serious or humorous flattering or biting but always on the mark bierut
is widely considered the finest observer on design writing today covering topics as diverse as twyla tharp and itc garamond bierut s intelligent and accessible texts pull
design culture into crisp focus he touches on classics like massimo vignelli and the cover of the catcher in the rye as well as newcomers like mcsweeney s quarterly
concern and color coded terrorism alert levels along the way nabakov s pale fire eero saarinen the paper clip celebration florida the planet saturn the clearrx pill
bottle and paper architecture all fall under his pen his experience as a design practitioner informs his writing and gives it truth in seventy nine short essays on design
designers and nondesigners alike can share and revel in his insights this book critically examines new perspectives on the transformations in the indian diaspora it
studies the changing perspectives on the historical background of the diaspora and analyses fresh and emerging views in response to new configurations in diaspora
relations the volume highlights the transformation of the old indian diaspora into a new ensemble in which economic ideological and cultural forces predominate and
interact closely it looks at various themes including indian indentured emigration to sugar colonies comparisons between labour migration from india and china the
girmitiya diaspora the indian diaspora in africa and the rise of racial nationalism india s soft power in the gulf region and the repurposing of the hindutva idea of
india for western societies as undertaken by diaspora communities lucid and topical this book will be useful for scholars and researchers of diaspora studies migration
studies political studies international relations globalisation political sociology sociology and south asia studies



New Perspectives on Regulation 2009 as an experiment in reconnecting academia to the broader democracy this work is designed to invigorate public policy debate by
rededicating academic work to the pursuit of solutions to society s great problems
New Perspectives on Affect and Learning Technologies 2011-07-15 this monograph integrates theoretical perspectives on affect and learning with recent research in
affective computing with an emphasis on building new learning technologies the new perspectives come from the intersection of several research themes basic research on
emotion cognition and motivation applied to learning environments pedagogical and motivational strategies that are sensitive to affective and cognitive processes
multimodal human computer interfaces with a focus on affect recognition and synthesis recent advances in affect sensitive intelligent tutoring systems novel methodologies
to investigate affect and learning neuroscience research on emotions and learning
Singapore Cinema 2016-11-25 this book outlines and discusses the very wide range of cinema which is to be found in singapore although singapore cinema is a relatively
small industry and relatively new it has nevertheless made an impact and continues to develop in interesting ways the book shows that although singapore cinema is often
seen as part of diasporic chinese cinema it is in fact much more than this with strong connections to malay cinema and the cinemas of other southeast asian nations
moreover the themes and subjects covered by singapore cinema are very wide ranging from conformity to the regime and singapore s national outlook with undesirable
subjects overlooked or erased to the sympathetic depiction of minorities and an outlook which is at odds with the official outlook the book will be useful to readers
coming new to the subject and wanting a concise overview while at the same time the book puts forward many new research findings and much new thinking
New Perspectives on People and Forests 2011-04-29 the aim of this book is to elucidate the role of forests as part of a landscape in the life of people most landscapes
today are cultural landscapes that are influenced by human activity and that in turn have a profound effect on our understanding of and identification with a place the
book proposes that a better understanding of the bond between people and forests as integrated part of a landscape may be helpful in landscape planning and may contribute
to the discussion of changes in forest cover which has been motivated by land use changes rural development and the global climate debate to this end people s perception
of forest landscapes the reasons for different perceptions and future perspectives are discussed given the wide range of forest landscapes and cultural perspectives which
exist across the world the book focuses on europe as a test case to explore the various relationships between society culture forests and landscapes it looks at
historical evidence of the impacts of people on forests and vice versa explores the current factors affecting people s physical and emotional comfort in forest landscapes
and looks ahead to how changes in forest cover may alter the present relationships of people to forests drawing together a diverse literature and combining the expertise
of natural and social scientists this book will form a valuable reference for students and researchers working in the fields of landscape ecology and landscape
architecture geography social science environmental psychology or environmental history it will also be of interest to researchers government agencies and practitioners
with an interest in issues such as sustainable forest management sustainable tourism reserve management urban planning and environmental interpretation
New Perspectives on Narrative Perspective 2001-03-22 narrative perspective is the faculty through which humans understand structure and explore the world that confronts
them this is the first volume to bring together the theoretical study of perspective with the rigor of experimental studies combining work in narratology with that in
linguistics philosophy film studies literary theory and cognitive psychology the chapters are grouped thematically and drawn together by the editors who provide guidance
through this new and fascinating interdisciplinary territory
New Perspectives on Curriculum, Learning and Assessment 2015-11-03 this book offers a detailed analysis and assessment of the state of education round the world the
argument is made that education and curriculum practices are deficient for two reasons the first is the adoption by governments policy makers and practitioners of a set
of knowledge practices that can be broadly characterised as empiricist and technicist and which has come to dominate how curricula are constructed and certainly how
education systems and their work can be described the second is the adoption of a model of curriculum that is both backward looking and in its own terms confused and
muddled this book then sets out an alternative model which is more cogent and better focused on human wellbeing
New Perspectives on Human Development 2017-04-17 this book address fundamental questions of human development revisiting old questions and applying original empirical
findings
New Perspectives on International Migration and Development 2013-07-09 through pressing current case studies contributors examine the ubiquitous interplay among migration
development culture human rights and government all toward advancing more effective solutions to international migration issues
New Perspectives on the Japanese Occupation in Malaya and Singapore, 1941-1945 2008-12-01 information on the japanese occupation of malaya and singapore is sparse and
japanese language materials are particularly difficult to find because the japanese military systematically destroyed war related documents when the war ended the
contributors to this volume participated in a forum that spent four years locating surviving materials relating to the occupation of malaya the group has three objectives
to collect primary sources to interview japanese military and civilian officials who took part in the military administration and people in malaysia and singapore who
experienced the period and to publish the results of the studies based on interviews with japanese malaysians and singaporeans who lived through the war years and
materials gathered from archives and libraries in britain malaysia singapore usa australia and india the forum has produced a number of japanese language publications



this book makes available some of their research findings in english topics covered include the watanabe military administration japanese research activities in malaya
japan s economic policies malayan communist party leaders and the anti japanese resistance the massacre of chinese in singapore railway transportation during the japanese
occupation period the singapore internment camp for allied civilian women and the japanese surrender this volume is a revised version of akashi yoji ed nippon senryoka no
eiryo maraya shingaporu tokyo iwanami shoten publishers 2001 book jacket
New Perspectives on Dubliners 1997 this book argues that many mental states including such conscious states as perceptual experiences and bodily sensations are identical
with brain states
New Perspectives on Type Identity 2012-03-08 thomas robert malthus 1766 1834 was a pioneer in demography economics and social science more generally whose ideas prompted
a new malthusian way of thinking about population and the poor on the occasion of the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of his birth new perspectives on malthus offers
an up to date collection of interdisciplinary essays from leading malthus experts who reassess his work part one looks at malthus s achievements in historical context
addressing not only perennial questions such as his attitude to the poor laws but also new topics including his response to environmental themes and his use of
information about the new world part two then looks at the complex reception of his ideas by writers scientists politicians and philanthropists from the period of his own
lifetime to the present day from charles darwin and h g wells to david attenborough al gore and amartya sen
New Perspectives on Malthus 2016-06-20 the question of how language emerged is one of the most fascinating and difficult problems in science in recent years a strong
resurgence of interest in the emergence of language from an evolutionary perspective has been helped by the convergence of approaches methods and ideas from several
disciplines the selection of contributions in this volume highlight scenarios of language origin and the prerequisites for a faculty of language based on biological
historical social cultural and paleontological forays into the conditions that brought forth and favored language emergence augmented by insights from sister disciplines
the chapters all reflect new speculation discoveries and more refined research methods leading to a more focused understanding of the range of possibilities and how we
might choose among them there is much that we do not yet know but the outlines of the path ahead are ever clearer
New Perspectives on the Origins of Language 2013-11-15 this book explores how the experimental perspective determines what ethical issues new technologies raise and how
it helps morally evaluate their introduction
New Perspectives on Technology in Society 2021-12-13 this book covers the main topics that students need to learn in a course on industrial organization it reviews the
classic models and important empirical evidence related to the field however it will differ from prior textbooks in two ways first this book incorporates contributions
from behavioral economics and neuroeconomics providing the reader with a richer understanding of consumer preferences and the motivation for many of the business
practices we see today the book discusses how firms exploit consumers who are prone to making mistakes and who suffer from cognitive dissonance attention lapses and
bounded rationality for example and will help explain why firms invest in persuasive advertising offer 30 day free trials offer money back guarantees and engage in other
observed phenomena that cannot be explained by the traditional approaches to industrial organization a second difference is that this book achieves a balance between
textbooks that emphasize formal modeling and those that emphasize the history of the field empirical evidence case studies and policy analysis this text puts more
emphasis on the micro foundations i e consumer and producer theory classic game theoretic models and recent contributions from behavioral economics that are pertinent to
industrial organization each topic will begin with a discussion of relevant theory and models and will also include a discussion of concrete examples empirical evidence
and evidence from case studies this will provide students with a deeper understanding of firm and consumer behavior of the factors that influence market structure and
economic performance and of policy issues involving imperfectly competitive markets the book is intended to be a textbook for graduate students mbas and upper level
undergraduates and will use examples graphical analysis algebra and simple calculus to explain important ideas and theories in industrial organization
New Perspectives on Industrial Organization 2012-07-20 experts from all over the world take a critical highly international and often controversial perspective on the
adhd phenomenon a condition that has reached global proportions significantly affecting the lives of children parents and teachers worldwide this book raises a number of
concerns often not covered by the material currently available to parents and practitioners critical new perspectives on adhd unpicks the myths surrounding the
development of this phenomenon and leaves no stone unturned in its search for answers an in depth exploration into the reasons for the emergence and maintenance of adhd
lead to suggested explanations of the dominance of us psychiatric models and the need for new markets for major pharmaceutical companies as well as the functions that
adhd diagnoses fulfil in families classrooms and communities in a world where moves to educational inclusion are paradoxically paralleled by the ever increasing use of
medication to control children s behaviour this book scrutinises current accepted practice and offers alternative perspectives and strategies for teachers and other
education professionals this in an invaluable resource for anyone with a serious interest in adhd and other behavioural difficulties
Critical New Perspectives on ADHD 2006-09-27 extremely useful background reading for pre and in service teachers especially but not only of pre adults the teacher trainer
there are no muddled thoughts or fudging of issues here rigby deals head on with difficult issues and the book has a nice literary style that is a pleasure to read an
ambitious and creditable achievement with many excellent sections that break new ground while remaining equally accessible to practitioners and researchers educational



research this book is written in a lively style and is comprehensive professional social work ken rigby s important book new perspectives on bullying is a useful drawing
together of a range of research on bullying and should prove a good general reference point cambridge journal of education anyone developing a policy on dealing with
bullying should read this book prime focus rigby s book is a fantastic reference source for anyone who is at all concerned with or interested in the issue of bullying it
could well serve as a springboard for a multitude of research projects at the very least the book will provide you with a summary of the very latest research on the
subject prime focus written by ken rigby this draws on the author s extensive research to examine how bullying is being understood in different societies and offers
critical appraisal of the suggested ways of tackling it the author defines bullying as the systematic abuse of power therefore making it a vital issue for society at
large not just schools but the workplace prison and the home young people now magazine this book is an attempt to descibe how the problem of bullying has been and is
being conceptualised and understood to explain what researchers and educators and others are saying about why there is so much bullying going on and to examine what
solutions are being canvassed bullying is a phenomenon one can literally find everywhere it is time that our perspective on bullying extended further afield in a way this
book is a testing of the water it is the first book that has attempted to examine bullying comprehensively if i am right in thinking that an examination of bullying as
the systematic abuse of power is an issue that is of vital importance to society at large then it should indeed be useful to consider bullying in a wide range of contexts
not only in schools the workplace and prisons but also and especially in the home long the preserve of students of domestic violence ken rigby from the preface this book
takes as its subject matter bullying behaviour in a wide range of settings including kindergartens schools the workplace in sports and prisons examining bullying in each
of these areas it discusses alternative views and perspectives on bullying helping policy makers and professionals to coordinate their work and so tackle the problem
effectively dr ken rigby draws upon his extensive research into bullying in different countries societies and social contexts and considers many aspects of victimisation
within this broad perspective including the defining characteristics of bullying the harm that bullying does the role of gender race and culture children s and adult s
attitudes to and perceptions of bullying current views on methods of prevention and intervention this multi faceted exploration will help to deepen understanding of
bullying in its many manifestations it also provides practical and critical discussion of suggested ways of tackling bullying for professionals dealing with it in their
field providing valuable guidance in combating an ever present problem
New Perspectives on Bullying 2002-01-31 this volume offers a selection of revised versions of the papers presented at the 7th international idea conference held at
pamukkale university in denizli turkey organised by the association of english language and literary studies in turkey the contributions to this book offer a wide range
of research from scholars on a variety of topics in english literature including shakespearean studies victorian colonial and postcolonial literature poetry and drama
studies the volume also includes a number of informative research articles on comparative and translation studies which will offer assistance to young scholars in their
academic studies in addition to acting as a guide to young academics the book will also function as a fruitful reference book in a wide range of english literary studies
English Studies 2015-09-18 the links the conservative right has sought to forge beyond the national over the last century have been too often neglected and this volume
sheds new light on transnationalism the right and the ways the two interact
New Perspectives on the Transnational Right 2016-06-08 this book is testimony to the emergent nature of human security as an idea as a useful construct and as an
operational strategy the aim is to showcase new directions that may enrich the human security agenda some human security discourse is still rooted in the traditional
language of the aid agency un development economic growth models often hostile to the corporate and business sector and sometimes negligent of sustainability and climate
change issues another limited and outmoded approach is an exaggerated focus on western interventions especially military ones as a solution to problems in poor or
conflict prone areas human security was introduced as a construct by the undp in 1994 the inherent combination of law enforcement and people centred humanitarianism has
strived to provide an umbrella to both protect people from threats while empowering them to control their destinies but with accelerating economic globalization and
information flows there is a need to revisit the concept a new paradigm of sustainable human security is required this book argues that proponents of a human security
approach should welcome efforts to remove the barriers between enterprise corporations aid and development agencies government agencies citizen groups and the un and work
towards multi stakeholder approaches and solutions for vulnerable populations such an approach is clearly vital in responding to the imperatives of concerted action on
issues such as climate change hiv terrorism organised crime and poverty the agenda may have changed but it remains true that almost all human tragedies are avoidable this
book examines a number of global problems through the lens of human security and the needs of the individual global governance health the environment and the exploitation
of natural resources peace and reconciliation the responsibility to protect and economic development and prosperity in the latter case the role of business in the human
security pantheon is promulgated there are many reasons why businesses may want to engage with the needs of vulnerable populations not least the fact that companies
cannot function without secure trading environments in addition there are growing demands for corporate responsibility and citizenship from markets customers shareholders
employees and critically communities this book throws new light on the human security agenda it will be essential reading for anyone involved in the debates on human
security as well as for practitioners and scholars in international affairs global governance peace studies climate change and the environment healthcare responsibility
to protect and corporate responsibility



New Perspectives on Commerce & Management, Volume - 2 2021-11-11 new perspectives on education for democracy brings together diverse communities of education research in
an innovative way to develop a nuanced understanding of the relationship between education and democracy this book synthesises a range of theoretical conceptual and
empirical approaches to address the complex challenges faced by young people and societies in the 21st century each chapter provides accounts of local democratic
encounters in education while engaging with global debates and issues such as de democratisation and growing social economic and educational inequality this book presents
new ways of thinking about democracy local global enactments of democracy through teaching and learning and future thinking for a new era of democracy this book will be
relevant for educators researchers and policymakers who are interested in educational sociology critical pedagogy and democratic education
New Perspectives on Human Security 2017-09-08 this book brings together a collection of emergent research that moves the debate on desistance beyond a general
consideration of individual and social structural influences the authors examine empirical developments which have implications for policy surrounding resettlement and re
offending but also for punishment practices presenting thought provoking theoretical advances and critiques the editors challenge and enrich traditional understandings of
desistance a wide range of chapters explore how some criminal justice interventions hinder the desistance process but also how alternative approaches may be more helpful
in promoting and supporting desistance thorough and diverse this book will be of great interest to scholars of criminology and criminal justice social policy sociology
and psychology and of special interest to researchers and practitioners working with ex offenders
New Perspectives on Education for Democracy 2021-11-29 the world we live in is constantly changing climate change transforming gender conceptions emerging issues of food
consumption novel forms of family life and technological developments are altering central areas of our forms of life this raises questions of how to cope with and
understand the moral changes implicit in such alterations this volume is the first to address moral change as such it brings together anthropologists and philosophers to
discuss how to study and theorize the change of norms concepts emotions moral frameworks and forms of personhood
New Perspectives on Desistance 2017-06-14 this volume presents a selection of some of the most exciting new perspectives on moral development that have emerged over the
last decade and have transformed our understanding of the field the contributors to this book cut across traditional boundaries to provide an innovative and integrative
approach to fundamental questions dealing with the nature and acquisition of morality in addressing these questions the chapters draw on new work on the origins of
morality in infancy and the early years comparative approaches examining morality in primates new perspectives on moral emotions such as guilt and empathy and new
perspectives on the emerging moral self in childhood and moral identity in adolescence the book also examines the roles of parenting and culture in children s and
adolescents moral development each chapter is framed in theory and methodology and provides illustrative examples of new research to address important questions in the
field this book is essential reading for researchers and advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students studying moral development and developmental psychology it will
also be of interest to academics and professionals in related fields such as education and public policy
New Perspectives on Moral Change 2022-08-12 since the cultural revolution data have been uncovered to illuminate that tumultuous decade in this volume 13 scholars examine
the gap between the ideology of the revolution and the harsh and contradictory reality of its outcome they focus particularly on the violence coercion and constant
tension between the need for centralization to enforce policies and the need for decentralizing decision making if those goals were to be achieved
New Perspectives on Moral Development 2017-10-10 new perspectives on structural change is a comprehensive edited volume that outlines both the historical roots and state
of the art debates on the role of structural change in the process of economic development including both orthodox and heterodox perspectives and contributions from
prominent scholars in this field the volume consists of four main sections the first section covers the theoretical foundations of the structural change literature the
second section presents an empirical overview of the major trends of structural change using up to date data sources and methods the third section presents a broad
ranging empirical analysis of the drivers of structural change the fourth section examines how processes such as inclusive growth poverty reduction productive employment
the global income distribution and environmental sustainability are affected by structural change and how they can be influenced by policy
New Perspectives on the Cultural Revolution 2020-10-26 developing countries face the challenge of maintaining economic growth and socio economic development at the core
of which sits the construction industry considerable research on construction in developing countries took place in the 1970 s and 1980 s but little since a gap which
this book fills including contributions from prominent academics and practitioners in australia china the netherlands portugal singapore south africa switzerland and the
uk this is a truly international analysis of a subject of global interest the most insightful and relevant of recent research on topics such as millennium development
goals the informal construction sector human resource development technology finance and social change are all addressed in the context of the construction industry in
the developing world also considered are other key aspects of construction industry development such as institution building nurturing of contractors and consultants and
championing of industry development programmes while the challenge has grown and the needs have become even more pressing the research to date has rarely presented
effective solutions focussing on those aspects of the construction industry most crucial to development this is a much needed up to date study that sheds new light on a
variety of concepts and issues this is essential reading for researchers professionals and students interested in the construction industry in developing countries
readers of this book will be interested in its companion volume contemporary issues of construction in developing countries



New Perspectives on Structural Change 2021-03-23 women make up the vast majority of activists and organizers of grassroots movements fighting against environmental ills
that threaten poor and people of color communities this collection of essays pays tribute to the contributions women have made in these endeavors the writers offer varied
examples of environmental justice issues such as children s environmental health campaigns cancer research aids hiv activism the environmental genome project and popular
culture among many others each one focuses on gender and sexuality as crucial factors in women s or gay men s activism and applies environmental justice principles to
related struggles for sexual justice drawing on a wide variety of disciplinary perspectives the contributors offer multiple vantage points on gender sexuality and
activism back cover
New Perspectives on Construction in Developing Countries 2012-06-26 the book is organized around five distinct themes that include studies on graves s own literary
criticism offer new insights into his poetry produce commentary on his often overlooked fictional output make some reflections on the origins and importance of his white
goddess and examine some literary crosscurrents that have pollinated graves s work book jacket
New Perspectives on Environmental Justice 2004 this edited collection provides a state of the art overview of research on willingness to communicate wtc in a second and
foreign language in particular it includes innovative studies seeking to demonstrate the ways in which wtc can be examined within the framework of complex dynamic systems
how the construct is related to self assessment reticence and extroversion and what is signifies in the case of immigrants another group of papers is related to the role
of technology in fostering wtc in different contexts the volume also comprises papers that touch on methodological issues in the study of wtc such as experience case
sampling the network approach or the integration of the macro and micro perspective the book will be of values to researchers interested in the study of wtc but will also
provide inspiration for students teachers and materials writers
New Perspectives on Robert Graves 1999 this volume aims to broaden the focus of existing loanword research which has mainly been conducted from a systemic and
structuralist perspective the eight studies in this volume introduce onomasiological phraseological and methodological innovations to the study of lexical borrowing these
new perspectives significantly enhance our understanding of lexical borrowing and provide new insights into contact induced variation and change
Focus on Central and Eastern Europe 1991 digital communication has altered the flow of global information evolved consumer values and changed consumption practices
worldwide new perspectives on critical marketing and consumer society provides an illuminating challenging and thought provoking guide for all upper level students of
marketing branding and consumer behaviour
New Perspectives on Willingness to Communicate in a Second Language 2021-05-03 the postmodern turn gathers together in one volume some of the most important statements of
the postmodern approach to human studies in addressing postmodern social theory and emphasising the social role of knowledge this book abandons the disciplinary
boundaries separating the sciences and the humanities the first collection of its kind it provides the classic essays of authors such as lyotard haraway foucault and
rorty contributors include well known theorists in the fields of sociology anthropology women s and gay studies philosophy and history
New Perspectives on Lexical Borrowing 2013-11-27 building on the insights of the first volume on music and gesture gritten and king ashgate 2006 the rationale for this
sequel volume is twofold first to clarify the way in which the subject is continuing to take shape by highlighting both central and developing trends as well as popular
and less frequent areas of investigation second to provide alternative and complementary insights into the particular areas of the subject articulated in the first volume
the thirteen chapters are structured in a broad narrative trajectory moving from theory to practice embracing western and non western practices real and virtual gestures
live and recorded performances physical and acoustic gestures visual and auditory perception among other themes of topical interest the main areas of enquiry include
psychobiology perception and cognition philosophy and semiotics conducting ensemble work and solo piano playing the volume is intended to promote and stimulate further
research in musical gesture studies
New Perspectives on Critical Marketing and Consumer Society 2021-03-01 this title addresses some of the major themes within evangelical theology including election the
holy spirit eschatology and sanctification it examines the bible and the church and has chapters on worship and the sacraments
The Postmodern Turn 1994-11-25 affective learning together contains in depth theoretical reviews and case studies in the classroom of the social and affective dimensions
of group learning in a variety of educational situations and taught disciplines from small groups working on design projects or debating topics in biology and in history
in schools
New Perspectives on Music and Gesture 2016-04-29 seventy nine short essays on design brings together the best of designer michael bierut s critical writing serious or
humorous flattering or biting but always on the mark bierut is widely considered the finest observer on design writing today covering topics as diverse as twyla tharp and
itc garamond bierut s intelligent and accessible texts pull design culture into crisp focus he touches on classics like massimo vignelli and the cover of the catcher in
the rye as well as newcomers like mcsweeney s quarterly concern and color coded terrorism alert levels along the way nabakov s pale fire eero saarinen the paper clip
celebration florida the planet saturn the clearrx pill bottle and paper architecture all fall under his pen his experience as a design practitioner informs his writing
and gives it truth in seventy nine short essays on design designers and nondesigners alike can share and revel in his insights



New Perspectives for Evangelical Theology 2009-12-04 this book critically examines new perspectives on the transformations in the indian diaspora it studies the changing
perspectives on the historical background of the diaspora and analyses fresh and emerging views in response to new configurations in diaspora relations the volume
highlights the transformation of the old indian diaspora into a new ensemble in which economic ideological and cultural forces predominate and interact closely it looks
at various themes including indian indentured emigration to sugar colonies comparisons between labour migration from india and china the girmitiya diaspora the indian
diaspora in africa and the rise of racial nationalism india s soft power in the gulf region and the repurposing of the hindutva idea of india for western societies as
undertaken by diaspora communities lucid and topical this book will be useful for scholars and researchers of diaspora studies migration studies political studies
international relations globalisation political sociology sociology and south asia studies
Affective Learning Together 2013
Seventy-nine Short Essays on Design 2012-03-20
New Perspectives on the Indian Diaspora 2021-07-23
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